x G X. The weak* integral of a weak* scalarly measurable function / over a set E is an element x*F G X* such that x*Eix) = j xf du for every x 6 X. Je
In this case x*E = w* -fE f dß.
If / : fi -► X* is bounded and weak* scalarly measurable and if So is a sub-cralgebra of E, then /n is a weak* conditional expectation of f with respect to En, and denoted by /o = weak*-7£(/|En), if x/o is En measurable for every x G X, and for every A G En, / xf du= I Ja ' Ja x/o du for every x G X.
If the function / is scalarly measurable then / is ß-Pettis integrable if for every E G E, there exists x*E G X* such that r x**ix*E)= x**fdß for every x**GX**.
Je
In this case, x*E = P -fE f dß.
If Tí is a compact Hausdorff space, then f': K -► X* is universally scalarly measurable if / is scalarly measurable with respect to all Radon measures on K.
Suppose that Y is a subspace of X and / : fi -► X*. We then define the function fy : fi -► Y* by fy = T o /, where T is the natural operator from X* to Y*.
A subset K of a Banach space X is called weakly precompact if every bounded sequence in K has a weakly Cauchy subsequence. Rosenthal's theorem [9] states that a bounded subset Tí of a Banach space X is weakly precompact if and only if K does not contain an isomorphic copy of the basis of I1.
A subset ü* of L°° iß) is said to be almost weakly precompact if for every e > 0, there exists a set A G E such that p,(Q\A) < e and {fxA : / € \P} is weakly precompact in L°°iß). In [8] , Riddle, Saab, and Uhl show that if A is a separable Banach space, (fi,E,/t) a finite measure space, and /: fi -> X* a bounded and weak* scalarly measurable function such that {xf: x G Bx} is almost weakly precompact in L°°(/¿), then / is /¿-Pettis integrable.
A bounded weak* scalarly measurable function / : fi -► X* is said to have the RS property if {xf: x G Bx} is almost weakly precompact in 7,°°(/¿). It is shown in Theorem 3 of [2] that if / has the RS property, then / is /¿-Pettis decomposable. In [10], Talagrand raises the following question: If K is a compact Hausdorff space and /: K -► A* is universally scalarly measurable, must / have the RS property for every Radon measure ß on K? If the answer to this is yes, then it would immediately follow from Theorem 3 of [2] that every such / would indeed be /¿-Pettis decomposable for every Radon measure /¿. However, the answer remains unknown. The following proposition does give a partial answer to Talagrand's question.
PROPOSITION l. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space, X a Banach space, and f:K-* X* be a bounded, universally scalarly measurable function. If Y is a separable subspace of X, then fy has the RS property. Consequently {yf: y G By} is almost weakly precompact in L°°(/i) for every Radon measure ß. PROOF. Let F be a separable subspace of X. Since / is universally scalarly measurable, it is easy to see that fy is universally scalarly measurable also. Hence by Theorem 6 of [8] , fy is Pettis integrable. However, the proof of this theorem yields the fact that {yfy : y G By} is almost weakly precompact in 7/°°(/¿). Hence fy has the RS property. Since yfy -yf for every y G Y, we get the desired result.
Although the conclusion to the above proposition is apparently weaker than the function / having the RS-property, it is precisely what is needed to attain the main result of this paper. (See Theorem 5.) 2. Pettis decomposition and the Bourgain property. An interesting property of real-valued measurable functions originally formulated by J. Bourgain [4, 7] will now be employed. Let (fi, E, /¿) be a measure space and * be a family of real-valued functions on fi. & is said to have the Bourgain property if for every E G E having positive measure and e > 0, there exists a collection F of subsets of E of positive measure such that for every / G * there exists B G F such that sup/(73) -inf fiB) < s. The following theorem due to Bourgain [4] (Theorem 11 of [7] ) demonstrates how strong a property this is. THEOREM 2. If (fi, E, /¿) is a finite measure space and * is a family of real valued functions on fi satisfying the Bourgain property, then (i) the pointwise closure of $ satisfies the Bourgain property, (ii) each element in the pointwise closure of * is measurable, and (iii) each element in the pointwise closure of $! is the almost everywhere pointwise limit of a sequence from *.
Riddle and Saab [7] effectively use the Bourgain property to study the Pettis integral. Let /: fi -» A* be a bounded function. They define the function / to have the Bourgain property if the family {xf: x G Bx} has the Bourgain property. Theorem 13 of [7] states that if / has the Bourgain property then / is indeed Pettis integrable. However, the converse of this theorem is not true. It is shown in Example 14 of [7] that there exists a universally Pettis integrable function without the Bourgain property.
The next results are true for finite separable measure spaces (fi, E,/¿). This means that there exists a sequence (7rn) of finite partitions of fi of elements of E such that 7rn+i refines 7rn for every n G N and the union of the cr-algebras generated by these partitions is dense in E.
Let (fi, E,/¿) be a separable measure space, A a Banach space, and f:Q-> X* a bounded and weak* scalarly measurable function. Let (7rn) be a sequence of partitions of fi as above and let En be the er-algebra generated by the members of 7Tn. There is then a natural A*-valued sequential martingale (/n,En) associated with /, defined by M A -L, KA) xa.
We are now ready to state and prove an extension of Theorem 18 of [7] to duals of nonseparable Banach spaces. We first prove the following extension of Le nma 17 of [7] .
LEMMA 3. Let (fi, E, /¿) be a separable measure space, X be a Banach space, and f: fi -► A* be a bounded and weak* scalarly measurable function. Let ifn,T,n)^=x be the sequential martingale associated with f defined by (*). Then there exist functions g and h such that g has the Bourgain property, h is weak* scalarly null, and f = g + h if and only if the family {xfn : n G N,x G Bx} has the Bourgain property.
PROOF. We may assume / takes its range in Bx. Suppose that {xfn: n G N, x G Bx} has the Bourgain property. Since {/n/^Li C iBx-, weak*)n, a compact space, there exists a function g: fi -> Bx such that g is a weak* pointwise cluster point of {f"}%Lx. By Theorem 2, g has the Bourgain property. However it is easy to see that xg = xf a.e.-/¿ for every x G X. Hence h = f -g is weak* scalarly null. Now suppose that g : fi -► Bx-has the Bourgain property. If (g", En)%Lx is the sequential martingale associated with g defined by (*), then the proof of Lemma 17 of [7] shows that {xgn : n G N, x G Bx} has the Bourgain property. (Note that the separability hypothesis of Lemma 17 of [7] is not used for this part of the proof.) However if / -g is weak* scalarly null, then gn = fn for every n G N, and hence we get the desired result.
Before we prove the next proposition, we should observe that a function / has the Bourgain property if and only if for every e > 0 there exists E G E such that /¿(fi\7£) < e and fxE has the Bourgain property [7] . To see this, let A G E be such that ßiA) = £ > 0, and apply the Bourgain condition to the nonnull set A f~l E, where E satisfies the above. PROPOSITION 4. Let (fi, E,/¿) be a separable measure space, X a Banach space and f: fi -+ A* a bounded weak* scalarly measurable function. Suppose for every separable subspace Y of X that {yf: y G By} is almost weakly precompact in L°°iß). Then there exist functions g and h such that g has the Bourgain property, h is weak* scalarly null, and f = g + h.
PROOF. Consider the evaluation operator Tf. X -* Lx(/¿). Let {x^^Lj be a sequence in Bx such that {Tfixn)}'%Lx is dense in TfiBx)-Let Z be the closed linear span of {xn}%Lx. Since Z is separable, {zf: z G Bz} is almost weakly precompact in 7/°°(/¿).
Let ifn,T,")^=x be the sequential martingale associated with / defined by (*). By Lemma 3 it suffices to show that {xfn: n G N, x G Bx} has the Bourgain property. By the observation preceding the statement of this proposition, we may assume that {zf: z G Bz} is weakly precompact in 7,°°(/¿).
Suppose that {x/n : n G N, x G Bx} does not have the Bourgain property. We then build a sequence izn)%Lx in Bz, a system (C",m), n G N, 1 < m < 2n, of sets of positive measure, and constants 6 < ß, such that (2) zn+i/(w) < 6 if u G C"+i,2m-i; (3) Zn+ifiu) > ß if cj G Cn+iy2m; The proof is by induction on n and proceeds as in Theorem 18 of [7] with one modification. At the nth stage of the construction, they find an element xn+i in Bx such that the sets An+ijm-l = {uG Cn,m: xn+1f(u) < 6}
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and A"+i,2m = W G Cn,m : xn+if(u) > ß} both have positive measure. We need to find an element zn+i in Bz that also possesses this property. We use the fact that TfiBz) is L1(/¿) dense in T/iBx) in order to find a sequence iyic)'kLi in Bz such that ykf converges almost uniformly to xn+i/. It is easy to check that if k is large enough, then the sets Cn+\,2m-l = W S Cn,m: J/fc/M < 6}, and <?n+i,2m = W G Cn%m : ykfiuj) > ß} all have positive measure. Let zn+i -yk for one such k. The rest of the proof follows Riddle and Saab's argument exactly. We then have that {znf}%Lx is isomorphic to the I1 basis in L°°(p) norm, contradicting the fact that {zf: z G Bz} is weakly precompact in L°°(/¿). Hence {xfn : n G N, x G Bx} has the Bourgain property.
3. Universally scalarly measurable functions.
We are now able to prove the main theorem of this paper. THEOREM 5. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space and X be a Banach space. Suppose that f: K -> X* is bounded and universally scalarly measurable.
Then if ß is a Radon measure on K, there exist functions g and h such that g has the Bourgain property for /¿, h is ß-weak* scalarly null, and f = g + h. Hence f is ß-Pettis decomposable.
PROOF. Let /¿ be a Radon measure on K, and let E be the <r-algebra of universally measurable subsets of K. Let n be the set of finite partitions of K into elements of E directed by refinement.
If ir G W, let Ew be the finite a-algebra generated by the elements of 7r and let .) On the other hand, since fWn -> f in Pettis norm, xf"n -> xf in L1(/¿). Therefore xf = x/0 a.e.-ß for every x € A. It is also clear that /o = weak*-7J(/|E0) and thus /o is weak* scalarly measurable with respect to E0. Let Y be any separable subspace of A. We get that {yf: y G By} is almost weakly precompact in 7/°°(/¿) by Proposition 1. Since conditional expectation operators are L°°(/¿) contractions, {yfo'-y G By} must also be almost weakly precompact in L°°iß). Thus, by Proposition 4, there exist functions g and h such that g has the Bourgain property for /¿, h is /¿-weak* scalarly null, and fo -g + h. The desired conclusion is obtained by observing that h = h + f -fo is /¿-weak* scalarly null.
We conclude with the following summary: THEOREM 6. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space, X a Banach space and f:K-> X* a bounded function. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) / is universally scalarly measurable.
(ii) For every regular Borel measure ß on K, there exists a ß-Pettis integrable function g and a ß-weak* scalarly null function h such that h is ß-scalarly measurable and f = g + h.
(iii) For every regular Borel measure ß on K, there exists functions g and h such that g has the Bourgain Property for /¿, h is ß-weak* scalarly null and ß-scalarly measurable and f = g + h.
In the case A is separable, we get the following strengthening of Corollary 19 of [7] -COROLLARY 7. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space, X be a separable Banach space, and f : K -* X* be a bounded function. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) / is universally scalarly measurable. )-'\ --■ (ii) / is universally Pettis integrable. (iii) If ß is a Radon measure on K then f has the Bourgain property for ß.
PROOF. If A is a separable Banach space then weak* scalarly null functions are zero a.e. (Proposition 1 of [2] ). Hence the equivalence of (i), (ii), and (iii) follows from Theorem 5 and Lemma 15 of [7] .
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) was given in [8] . The equivalence of (iii) with the other two in the case K is a compact metric space is Corollary 19 of [7] .
